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ABSTRACT
A robust and reliable classroom attendance system using Artificial Intelligence, which is based on face
detection and recognition is presented in this paper. Here input to the system is a live video and output is a
consolidated with attendance of the students in the video. Automated attendance system can be implemented
using various techniques of biometrics. Face recognition is one of them which do not involve human
intervention. In this paper, attendance is registered from a live video of students. Students are identified by
first performing Face Detection which separates faces from non- faces, and then Face Recognition is carried
out which finds the match of the detected face from the face database (collection of student’s name and
images). If it is a valid match then attendance is registered to a tailored database and further status will be
forwarded to parents, in case if students have attendance shortage. Face recognition is performed and
matched on the basis of the accuracy by detection and recognition using Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) algorithm and Viola Jones algorithm.
Keywords:Face Recognition; PCA; ViolaJones; Face Detection; Video; Attendance Management; Image
Processing; Passing Attendance Status;
Framework is such that it uses face detection and

I. INTRODUCTION

recognition algorithms which automatically detect
Maintaining the attendance is essential in each and
every groundwork for checking the performance of

and registers student attending particular class. Face

students. Each organization has its own technique.

analyses characteristics of a person's face image input

Traditionally

taken

through a camera. It processes overall facial structure,

substantially by utilizing participation sheet. The

distances between eyes, nose and mouth. Hence, this

Current

system handles all the issues which occurred in

student’s

participation

attendance
stamping

is

techniques are

monotonous and tiresome. Physically recorded
participation can be effortlessly controlled. Besides,

detection and recognition is often referred to as,

traditional system and other bio metrics methods.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

it is exceptionally hard to confirm one by one
student in a substantial classroom

environment

with scattered branches whether the verified

Every organization adopts its own method for

students are really present or not. Consequently this

attendance monitoring, some continues with the

paper is implemented to handle each of these issues.

traditional method for taking attendance manually
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while some have adopted the
like

iris

recognition,

biometric technique

fingerprint,

and

voice

recognition. The traditional method makes it

ARMA model respectively. [20-25] presented deep
review of various proposed methods for overcoming
the difficulties.

difficult to verify students one by one for larger
strength. Using traditional

method takes longer

IV. ARCHITECTURE

time and may not be accurate all the time, in case of
biometric iris recognition and fingerprint makes it
difficult to verify students one by one for larger

System block diagram represents the overview of the

strength, and in voice recognition technique using

maintained, a camera placed within the class room

voiceprint of an

individual to authenticate

will take live video, gives it as input to the image

being used. Using Radio frequency Identification

processing system. Where initially face detection

(RFID) helps to identify a large number of crowd

phase will takes place using Viola Jones algorithm,

using radio waves. This has high efficiency and

then face recognition phase will be followed by using

hands-free access control.

PCA algorithm. Then identified students will be

system,

registered

students

database

will

be

updated in student attendance database.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
In literature survey of video and image-based face
recognition,
We get to know about the various face recognition
techniques and also realized that it is mainly two
steps methodology which involves face detection and
face recognition. To get high recognition rate,
detection plays a major role. In recent years
researchers

have

developed

numbers

of

face

detection and face recognition algorithm. Huge
amount of work is being carried out to implement
classroom attendance system [1-6]. In [1] we came to
know about the two stage methodology of automated
attendance system. [4] Suggests the improvised
recognition rate by enhancing the quality of the
image. In [7] & [8] there are different approaches to
face detection.[7] gives the study of Local Binary
Pattern (LBP), Ad Boost algorithm, SMQT Features

Figure 1. Block Diagram of an Automated System.

and SNOW Classifier Method and Neural Network-

V. METHODOLOGY

Based Face Detection. To get an efficient system for
image /video-based face recognition, researchers

proposed various algorithms like [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In this paper, the system has to follow some
methodologies which need to be
& [14] using Eigen faces in Principle Component particular
Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). processed in following steps:
[15] [16] compared LDA and other methods of face
recognition. [17] [18] [19] used hidden Markov
model,

probabilistic

appearance manifold,
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Creating face database



Live Video Activation



Face detection
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Face recognition



Registering attendance

1. Creating face database
The database is the training set of our system and is
created in such a way that it contains images of
enrolled students. These images are cropped to get
the region of interest which is the face of the
student. In this paper, to test the working of the
system it is trained with the training set which
consists of 5 images per student and here, the
number of students is 10. So, overall the system is
trained with 50 images.

human faces

2. Video recording
As we discussed, we must have a very good quality
camera to get the efficient detection and recognition.
It should be

connected to the PC and its drivers

have to be properly
installed. As we start the
camera, the live video will be
activated for few
seconds and then will be processed further for face
detection.

b. Integral Image: In an integral image the pixel(x, y)
is the sum of pixels above and to the left. Which
helps to calculate the sum of pixel value at a region.
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c. Ada Boost: Used to eliminate the redundant

3. Face detection
After getting the video, the system reads the frames.
Once the reading stops, it gets the frame and sends it
for face detection.


Figure 2. shows haar features which are observed in

features, all haar feature are not relevant to detect
face. So Ada Boost

determines relevant and

irrelevant features with respect to face detection.
d. Cascading: All features available in haar features

Viola Jones Face Detection Framework

The Viola–Jones algorithm is first object detection
framework to provide competitive object detection

are

classified into set of classifiers including 10 or

more features each, and arranged in hierarchy,
which helps to eliminate non facial region easily.

rates in proposed by Paul Viola in 2001 and Michael
Jones. It is a machine learning based Approach, this
algorithm is used to differentiate face region from
non face region. It includes,
a. Haar features: Haar features are similar to that of
convolution kernels which are used to detect the
presence of that features in the given image. Each
features results in

a single value which is

calculated by subtracting the sum

of pixels under

white rectangle from the sum of pixels under black
rectangle.
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Figure 3. block diagram shows how cascading
procedure

3. Face Recognition
This is the most important module of the system
which is used to perform the comparison between
the test images and the training images. To execute
the recognition operation, there are
algorithms but here algorithm used is PCA.

various
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PCA Face Recognition Framework

PCA invented by Karl Pearson mostly used as a tool
in exploratory data analysis and for making
predictive models. It is the simplest of the true
eigenvector-based multivariate analysis. Its operation
is like revealing the internal structure of the data in a
way which best explains the variance(major
features/directions) in the data set.
Let us consider face image i(x,y) be a two

Figure 5. registration page of the lecturer

dimensional M by N array of intensity values. An
image can also be considered as a vector of
dimension of M*N
Steps included in PCA are:
1. Prepare the training faces
2. Prepare the data set
3. Compute average face vector
4. Subtract the average face vector
5. Calculate the covariance matrix
6. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigen values
of the covariance matrix.

Figure admin home page where he can manage users,
attendance table, student data table.

7. Keep only K eigenvectors., where K will be
less than the M value.

4. Registering Attendance
After completion of the face recognition module,
next comes the module to register the attendance. If
the detected face has been recognized, then it marks
the attendance in the

consolidated form.

Further attendance status will be forwarded to Head
of the Department and parents.

VI. RESULTS

Figure 6. registered user data, which will be managed
by admin

Figure 7. here admin will validating lecturer data
Figure 4. admin and lecturer login page
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who registers and approve there registration
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detection and recognition. The proposed system
improves the performance of existing attendance
management systems in the following ways:
i) Automatic tracking of the records of the students
ii) Minimizing the manual labor and pressure on the
lecturers for accurate marking of the attendance
iii) Minimizing the time required for marking
attendance and maximizing the time required for
Figure 8. by selecting attendance capture option live
video will start and identifies the students presence.

actual teaching process
iv) Increase the user interface and efficiency of
overall system
v) Improving the security
vi) Passing the attendance status to HOD and parents,
in case of attendance shortage.
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